




“”For 40 years we have focused on the manufacturing industry, 

which is unique within the ERP sector. MONITOR is a future proof 

choice based on our vast experience and knowledge together with 

the latest technology.”

Morgan Persson, CEO



Our History

1974 1982 1987

1997 2016

Verkstadsteknik 
Persson & Co is 
founded by Åke 
Persson.

The first generation 
of MONITOR 
is released for 
computer type ABC 
800.

The second 
generation of 
MONITOR is 
released. It is DOS-
based and for PC.

The fourth 
generation of 
MONITOR is 
released, this time for 
Windows. MONITOR 
is now a complete 
ERP system.

The fifth generation 
of MONITOR, called 
MONITOR G5, is 
released during the fall.

160 employees.
More than 3000 
customers.

Åke Persson, the founder of Monitor ERP System AB, was born in a small village called 
Ytterhavra in the north-west of Hälsingland, Sweden. Even in his younger years, when he 
was working at the farmhouse where he grew up, Åke had ideas about rationalizations and 
how to streamline work processes.

1985

The choice between 
MS-DOS and Unix – 
this turns out to be a 
key decision.

1992

The first installation 
outside Sweden 
takes place in 
Poland.

1991

The third generation 
of MONITOR is 
released.

1993

The company changes 
name to Monitor 
Industriutveckling AB.

2012

Subsidiaries are opened 
in Finland, Poland, 
Malaysia, and China. 
The company also 
changes its name to 
Monitor ERP System 
AB.

2000

36 employees.
450 customers.

2008

The project 
MONITOR G5
is started.
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Morgan and Åke at Tekniska Mässan 
(Scandinavian Technical Fair) in 1983.





An International Company with 
Representation in Several Countries
Ever since the company was founded in 1974, Monitor has 
helped small as well as medium-sized manufacturing companies 
to improve their productivity and thereby decrease their 
production costs. Today we are the leading supplier of ERP 
systems in Sweden within our market segment. Our head office 
is situated in Hudiksvall and we also have several offices around 
Sweden. We have subsidiaries in Finland, Poland, China, and 
Malaysia as well as business partners in Denmark, Norway, 
Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. This way, we can offer our 
services and products on the international market.

Monitor has more than 200 employees and everything from sales 
to training and support are all carried out within the company. We 
have more than 40 years of experience of the ERP business and the 
system has won several awards for its user-friendliness, functionality, 
and customer satisfaction. The MONITOR system is developed in 
close cooperation with experts within the manufacturing industry, 
which has contributed to Monitor being able to deliver a system 
optimized for the engineering industry of today.

Thousands of companies around the world use MONITOR in 
their daily business.
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Our Industries8

We have extensive and long-standing experience from different 
sectors within the manufacturing industry. All sectors have their 
own unique challenges and focus areas. In MONITOR's wide 
range of functionality, each company can use the functions they 
need for optimized control over their business. 

Metal industry – Many of our customers are found here, for 
example within cutting, bending, turning, milling, casting, 
and welding. MONITOR helps you to control the workshop, 
visual planning for example offers a handy overview and with 
machine integration you get updated information from your 
machines. Batch number and certificate management are used 
for traceability.

Engineering industry – Often one-of-a-kind manufacturers 
who work in projects with large structures. A useful function 
in MONITOR is integration with CAD systems in order to save 
time and minimize mistakes. Our product configurator is a 
highly appreciated option when working with products that 
have different available selections and variants. By using the 
configurator, you can quickly and easily create quotes and 
orders for different variants.For large material structures, our 
wide material planning and support for picking before assembly 
will come in handy. We offer useful serial number handling and 
traceability for aftermarket.

Plastics industry – Focuses on machines and planning. By 
using our machine integration, each machine updates time 
and quantity directly on the order. This way, you have a close 

follow-up on running time and downtime. The often big and 
expensive tools are handled in the tool register for planning, 
calibration, and maintenance.

Electronics industry – Often handles many components with 
long lead times. Here the material control is vital, as material 
often must be purchased on forecasts and budget. The stock 
control in MONITOR is highly developed. By using tablet 
computers, you can efficiently handle your stock. Stock picking 
bases, for example, are shown where the actual picking is 
made. Test results after assembly can be saved in MONITOR 
and then be included in protocols and certificates to customer.

Wood and furniture industry – Involves everything from 
flat pack furniture manufacturers in high volume to project 
managed shop fitting manufacturers. The product configurator 
is highly appreciated for example within the upholstery industry 
where several colors, materials, and variants are common. You 
can also combine the product configurator with our web shop. 
This way, your customers can shop easily and smoothly.

Automotive industry – Based on close communication with 
your customers. Here you can use our complete EDI solution 
where orders and delivery plans are loaded automatically 
and the system provides order and rescheduling suggestions. 
Effective planning is essential to manage short lead times and 
rapid changes.

Optimized for All Types of Manufacturing Companies





MONITOR ERP SYSTEM
A Complete ERP System Optimized for 
Manufacturing Companies
MONITOR G5 is the fifth generation of MONITOR. The system 
consists of the modules Manufacturing, Purchase, Sales, Stock, 
Time recording, and Accounting. In these modules you find 
functions that cover all activities that occur in a manufacturing 
company.

Integrated BI
MONITOR has an integrated Business Intelligence with views 
for each module in MONITOR that can be used immediately. 
BI guides you when making decisions in your company. It also 
helps you reach better results. BI presents data in a manner 
that facilitate your analyses and thereby leads to better 
decisions.

Business Communication at Its Best
MONITOR-to-MONITOR facilitates your communication with 
customers and suppliers who also use MONITOR. When 
you for example send/receive orders or order confirmations 
via e-mail in MONITOR, an XML file is attached that can be 
used to perform the registration in MONITOR. The file is 
automatically imported from the e-mail message.

Access On the Go
In MONITOR G5 there is an app for accessing the system, 
regardless of where you are or what kind of device you are 
using (tablet computer, smartphone, or directly in the web 
browser). As a travelling salesperson you can access your 
activities, customers, and quotes directly on your smartphone. 
Working in a warehouse you can perform stock-count, move 
stock balances, pick material, and perform arrival/delivery. 
These are just a few examples of possibilities in the app. 
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One ERP System – Many Possibilities
MONITOR is a “turn key” system used by thousands of 
companies around the world. We focus on the big picture and 
make sure that our customers have the solution that best suits 
their line of business.

All basic modules are included in the system from the start. 
Based on your requirements, it is possible to complement the 
system with different options. Read more about the available 
options on page 14. 

You can complement your system even more by 
creating unique solutions together with us. Please 
contact us if you have questions regarding unique 
solutions and adaptations.

Test-drive MONITOR
We offer you the chance to test-drive the latest version of 
MONITOR free of charge. Try out the system, see and evaluate 
the available functions.

For more information and to order a test account, please visit 
our website www.monitorerp.com 



Our Products

• Customer register with CRM 
functionality

• Quotes – register, send, monitor, 
convert into actual orders

• Customer orders – register, check 
delivery times, confirm, monitor

• Delivery process with pick lists  
and transport management

• Invoices to customer, pro forma, 
invoicing plans

• Accounts receivable with functions for  
payments in, payment reminders, 
interest invoices, etc.

• Follow up using e.g. sales statistics, 
delivery reliability, order inflow, cash 
flow forecast

• BI – Sales

MANUFACTURING
The manufacturing module contains 

everything you need to control, plan, and 
follow-up on production.

• BOM and Routing with BOM lists and  
operation lists

• Pre-calculations and post-calculations

• Manufacturing order – register/release 
suggestions, order documents, replan

• Loading plans in lists and charts

• Pick lists for picking of material

• Operation and material reporting

• Manage subcontracts – orders, 
shipment, arrival reporting, planning

• Pool planning for efficient use of 
equivalent machines 

• Manufacturing follow-up – efficiency, 
productivity, use of resources

PURCHASE
The Purchase module contains support 
for the entire purchase process, from 

inquiry to accounts payable.

• Supplier register with SRM  
functionality

• Inquiry – register, send, monitor

• Purchase order – register/release 
suggestions, send, monitor

• Arrivals, print transport labels,  
receiving inspection

• Register supplier invoices, link to 
purchase order

• Accounts payable with payment of 
supplier invoices, file transfer

• Follow up using e.g. purchase statistics, 
supplier rating, and order backlog

• BI – Purchase

SALES
The Sales module contains all  

functionality regarding customers and 
sales, from quote to accounts receivable.



STOCK
The Stock module contains  

functionality for stock control,  
material control, and stock count.

• Part register – create parts and part lists

• Requirements planning – material 
control via e.g. requirement calculation 
and net requirement calculation

• Procedures for stock count of individual 
parts or large range of parts (also  
continuous stock count)

• Stock location register with functions  
for stock location control

• Stock value list, WIP value

• Product register – serial numbers, batch 
numbers, traceability, certificate

• Case management – quality 
nonconformities from customer or 
internal

TIME RECORDING
The Time recording is the module closest 

to the shop floor. The hub of the Time 
recording is the recording terminal 

where personnel record time for both 
attendance and work.

• Personnel records with settings for 
attendance and work

• Recording terminal where the personnel 
record attendance and work, available 
in both the Windows client and web 
client 

• Authorize and adjust records

• Work schedules and schedule cycles

• Salary basis

• Follow-up of e.g. productivity, 
attendance/absence, indirect time

ACCOUNTING
The Accounting module manages the 

company’s current accounting  
and follow-ups.

• Chart of accounts with cost centers  
and cost units

• Accrual accounting and automatic 
posting

• Voucher registration, integration with 
accounts receivable and accounts 
payable

• VAT reports

• Accounting reports with standard 
reports for balance and income 
statement, and ability to build 
customized reports

• Budgets and forecasts

• Project accounting and integration 
with other modules



Product Configurator
By using our Configurator, you can manage 

and combine several variants and models of a 
product according to set rules. You can then 

calculate prices and create manufacturing 
orders. The benefits are many and the 
configurator is a convenient tool within 

marketing, production, and aftermarket.

Machine Integration
MI integrates your machines with MONITOR 

for automatic reporting of finished pieces 
as well as follow-ups on usage. This option 
has many benefits, for example improved 

machine monitoring, reliable post-
calculations, and simplified reporting.

Available Options

Electronic Invoice Management
By using Electronic invoice management, you 
can handle the company’s supplier invoices 
electronically. The entire invoice flow from 
scanning, registration, authorization, final 

recording, to retrieving, is rationalized by using 
this option. 



Service Management
Service management has been developed for 
companies that perform service on delivered 
products. This option is used to plan, save, and 
report service engagements.

Tool Register
In the Tool register you manage all your tools 
and tool structures. You also link tools to BOM 
and routing, and reserve tools for manufactur-
ing orders.

Warehouse
The Warehouse option can be used if you have 
stock and manufacturing units in different cities 
or if you have different stock types in separate 
premises. Stock orders are used to move parts 
between different warehouses.

Web Shop
It is easy to get started with our web shop and 
you can start doing business quickly. The layout 
is automatically adjusted to your screen size 
and resolution.

Multi-company Management
By using the Multi-company management 
option, you provide better control and 
coordination for the entire group by gathering 
all companies in one system.
The handling of internal transactions is 
simplified and you can easily shift between 
different companies within the procedure you 
are working.

Extended File Viewer
By using Extended file viewer you can link 
different external documents (for example 
drawings, agreements) to customers, suppliers, 
parts, and orders.These documents can later 
be viewed directly on the record to which they 
are linked

EDI
Our EDI solution enables electronic transfer of 
business documents as structured messages 
between different business partners. All 
communication is more or less automatic.

Other Options
Fixed assets register

Customized reports

EIM filing

High bay storage integration

Management accounting

Customer order transfer

Extended EIM

Extended stock location system

Exchange rate updater

Web based time card
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Agent
This option handles automatic runs of routine 
tasks. The Agent can also be used to monitor 
different events.



We help you take control of your business. We offer services 
before, during, and after the implementation of MONITOR.

Implementation and Training 

Our project managers are responsible for implementing 
MONITOR as well as for training all users. All project managers 
have overall as well as detailed knowledge about MONITOR 
and they are used to manage projects. They have vast 
knowledge and experience of MONITOR implementations. Our 
project managers focus on your targets. 
 
Support 
Our Support Center is ready to answer your questions. 
The support technicians have long experience from the 
manufacturing industry, finance, as well as logistics and offer 
support in several languages. 
 

Adaptation 
You can complement your system even more by creating 
unique solutions together with us. We can solve most problems 
– everything from simple document adjustments and special 
functions for import/export to development of integration 
toward fully automated production.

Read more about adaptations on our website www.monitorerp.
com

Integration
You must be able to integrate applications and machines with 
MONITOR in order to reduce duplication of effort and ensure 
the quality of the information flow. Examples of integrations: 

• CAD system – integrates new and modified parts and 
structures.

• Dynamic storage system / high bay storage – integrates 
pick lists and stock balances. This way, you do not have 
to manually enter each part that is picked. 

• Shipping and transport system – booking and advising 
of freights.

• Factoring export of invoices and customer data to bank 
and factoring companies. 

• Export salary bases to different payroll programs.

• Credit report services that update CRM in MONITOR.

Our Services

Our Services16



“It’s very satisfying to help our customers, 
especially when I know that they have 
taken my advice and applied it to their own 
business.”

Ellen Kristensson, Support Technician



Why MONITOR?

More Than 40 Years of Experience
We have more than 40 years of experience from different sectors within the 
manufacturing industry. We have daily contact with people within the industry 
regarding for example implementation, training, and support. Our entire business 
breathes manufacturing which is clearly reflected in MONITOR.

First Class Customer Support
Our Support Center offers first class support so that all users can feel secure. Short 
response times and qualified support are vital in our customer-oriented way of 
working. 

Helps You to Develop Your Business
Our experienced project managers focus on the processes in your business to 
be able to offer an optimized overall solution for your company. We contribute 
more than just the functions of our ERP system since we also focus on the business 
around the actual system.

Standard System with High Flexibility
MONITOR is a complete ERP system with many reports and document templates 
ready to be used. Based on your requirements it is also possible to complement 
the system with different options and adaptations. 

Smooth Implementation
We have a well-tried project method and a complete ERP system, which 
considerably facilitates the implementation.

TOP 5 – REASONS FOR CHOOSING MONITOR
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Koenigsegg Automotive AB is a Swedish small-
volume car manufacture of extreme supercars. 
Koenigsegg is known as the fastest supercar in 
the world. Behind the success you find teams 
responsible for technology, programming, and 
prototypes as well as service, aftermarket, and 
sales. The production – that take place under the 
company's own management – includes composite 
manufacturing, wiring harness manufacturing, 
saddlery, assembly, as well as polishing and 
painting. Koenigsegg has been using MONITOR 
since 2004.

What has made you loyal MONITOR users for 
so long?
– We feel that MONITOR has fulfilled our needs. 
When new needs and requirements arise, as they 
often do within the automotive industry, the system 
has been adjusted according to these needs. This 
is actually the main reason, says Manuel Berglund, 
ERP Manager at Koenigsegg Automotive AB.

How does MONITOR affect your ability to act 
and succeed in your line of business?
– We must be able to handle the entire 
organization in one ERP system and this is possible 
in MONITOR. We have never even considered 
changing our ERP system. We have good 
communications with Monitor and they focus a lot 
on what the customers want, Manuel says.

Are there any particular functions in MONITOR 
that you find especially useful?
– The Recording terminal. It’s distinct and a lot of 
information is found there. You can for example 
send messages to operators or see the priority 
plan. Recording is of great importance to us. If 
we cannot control our production, we cannot 
control our business. The number of employees is 
constantly increasing since our goal is to enhance 
our production capacity, Manuel says.

Does MONITOR contribute in the process to 
further develop your business?
– Absolutely! The ERP system is the center of our 
business. If our business changes, MONITOR has 
to follow. When new procedures or processes are 
developed and launched by Monitor, we always 
aim to use that new functionality in our actual work 
flow. This way, MONITOR helps us to constantly 
develop our business. The ERP system is an 
extremely important tool to become even more 
effective. It is essential that the software is on the 
cutting edge, Manuel concludes. 

Manuel Berglund

ERP Manager

Koenigsegg Automotive AB

MONITOR ERP System
Helps Us to Constantly Develop



Our Companies Around the World 
Use MONITOR ERP System
AQ Group is a global manufacturer of components 
and systems for industrial customers with high 
demands. The business is organized in specialized 
business areas with operating companies, and 
offer cost effective solutions for their customers. 
The knowledge within the AQ Group, along with a 
global presence offer unique benefits to customers 
around the world.

Why did you choose MONITOR ERP system?
– Several of our companies had different ERP 
systems in the beginning. We wanted to use the 
same ERP system in all our companies. MONITOR 
was the best alternative for our business as a global 
manufacturer of components and systems for 
industrial customers with high demands. MONITOR 
also offered features and functions that made it 
easy for us to communicate with customers and 
suppliers, says Per Lindblad, Business developer 
and IT manager at AQ Group.

In what way does MONITOR differ from other 
ERP systems?
– It’s easy for us to move the manufacturing of a 
product from one company within the group to 
another. This is possible since they are more or 
less registered in the same way in the different 
companies, this also applies to parts. In MONITOR 
there are links to both customers and suppliers 
which is of great use to us. The system also has 

a "drag and drop" function which makes it easy 
for us to manage for example invoices and order 
confirmations, Per says.

How does MONITOR affect your ability to act 
and succeed as a subcontractor?
– First of all, all our companies must be run efficiently 
and have a proper system support to follow up on 
nonconformities and take actions. On the start page 
in MONITOR we can for example see the status 
of customer and purchase orders. This way we are 
constantly motivated to achieve even better results 
which in turn improves our business. It is of great 
importance to us that we deliver high quality products 
to our customers. Our customers choose us based on 
our performance and if we have a solid foundation 
with a reliable ERP system then it will be easier for us 
to keep our high quality, Per says.

Does MONITOR contribute in the process to 
further develop your business?
– Our companies, located around the world, use 
MONITOR and appreciate the system. MONITOR 
affects our results in a positive way and Monitor 
listens to our opinions and needs. We have a close 
relationship with Monitor which can be useful to 
both of us, Per concludes.

Per Lindblad

Business developer and IT manager

AQ Group AB



Contact Us

Finland
Monitor ERP System Finland AB
Turku, Finland
+358 (0) 50 375 2336
finland@monitorerp.com

Poland
Monitor ERP System Polska Sp. z o.o
Wroclaw, Poland
+48 (0) 661 444 635
+48 (0) 882 001 816
poland@monitorerp.com

Sweden
Monitor ERP System AB
Head office
Hudiksvall, Sweden
+46 (0) 650 766 00
sales@monitor.se
www.monitor.se

Our Partners
Denmark
Norway 
Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania

 
Read more on our website
www.monitorerp.com

EUROPE

denmark@monitorerp.com
norway@monitorerp.com
estonia@monitorerp.com
latvia@monitorerp.com
lithuania@monitorerp.com
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Malaysia
Monitor ERP System Sdn Bhd
Penang, Malaysia
+60 (0) 4 371 7813
malaysia@monitorerp.com

Singapore
Monitor ERP System Southeast Asia Pte Ltd
Singapore
+60 (0) 4 371 7813
singapore@monitorerp.com

China
Monitor ERP System (Shanghai) Co Ltd 
Shanghai, China 
+86 (0) 400 6115 015
china@monitorerp.com 

ASIA

Follow us @monitorerpsystem




